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Abstract. We reportsimultaneous
meteorechoobservations
usingthe Arecibo430MHz and 46.8-MHz radars.Using identicaldata-takingand meteorselectioncriteria,
1868and367 meteorswerefoundin the 430-MHz and46.8-MHz beams,respectively,
while 145 were foundin bothbeamsduringthe 7 hoursof observation.Of the 367
VHF echoes,there were only 10 trail echoes,while the rest were head echoes,which
was quite contraryto expectation.The smallernumberof meteorsdetectedby the
VHF systemand its wider beam width showthat UHF meteorsare far smallerthan the
VHF meteors.We estimatethat VHF headechoeshavea typical effectivescattering

cross
section
oftheorderof 10-3m2,whiletheaccompanying
UHFechoes
havean
6
2

effectivescatteringcrosssectionof the orderof 10- rn . The paucityof VHF trail

echoes
observed
leadsusto suggest
thattheratioofheadechopowertothetrailechc•
power increaseswith decreasingmeteor size. When a meteor is too small, a radar can
observethe headechobut not the trail echo.Of the 145 meteorsobservedby both
radars,the powersreceivedby the two systemswerenot correlated.Althoughantenna

beampatterncontributes
to the lack of correlation,it is alsopossiblethatUHF and
VHF echoesmay be enhancedby differentscatteringmechanisms.
1.

Introduction

Recent meteor observationsusing the world's most
powerfulUHF andVHF radarsrevealunexpectedecho
characteristics.Using the Jicamarca 49-MHz radar,
Chapin and Kudeki [1994a, b] reportedthat a large
number of meteor echoes last over 15 s and attributed

the characteristicto be due to plasmainstabilityassociated with equatorial electrojets. Wannberget al.
[1996] reported simultaneousobservationsusing the
European incoherentscatter(EISCAT) VHF and UHF
radars. These authors found that their observations can

be bestexplainedby Rayleighscatteringfrom an overCopyright 1998 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

denseplasmacoma.The observations
by the Arecibo
430-MHz radarsuggestthat echostrengthpeaksin the
head-ondirection[ZhouandKelley,1997],whichcannot be readily explainedby existing theories.Other
recent UHF observationsinclude those by PellinenWarmbergand Warmberg[1994], Zhou et al. [1995],
and Mathews et al. [ 1997].
In this paper,we report simultaneousmeteor observations using the Arecibo 430-MHz and 46.8-MHz
systemsand discusstheir implications.Previousmul-

tiple wavelengthmeteorstudiesincludethoseby Baggaley andFisher [ 1980], SteelandElford, [ 1991] and
Warmberg
et al. [1996]. Baggaleyand Fisher [1980]
used three VHF frequencies(26, 69, 148 MHz) to
study the initial radius effect of meteor trails. Steel

andElford[1991] comparedthe heightdistributions
of
meteorsdetectedat differentfrequencies(2, 6, 26, and
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54 MHz). Wannberg et al. [1996] studied the head
echoes using two higher frequencies (224 and 931
MHz). The two frequenciesused in our current study
are widely separated.The frequencyof our VHF radar,
46.8 MHz, is similar to that of a meteor wind radar,
which makes use of long-duration meteor trails to
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During the observation,the two radars were synchronized by the same radar controller so that the interpulse period (IPP), pulse width, and sampling gate
width were identical.

The observationwas conductedon the night of September 29-30, 1994. In order to have a wider altitude

measure neutral winds. Our UHF radar, on the other

coverageand a sufficientheight resolution,we used a
5-ms IPP so that the tape drive could keep up with the
data rate. Since the range resolution was 300 m, fast
neous observation
at 46.8 MHz and 430 MHz was
meteors without any trail may appear only once at
hoped to offer someclues to the relation betweenhead each range gate. Such a setup dictates that we do not
echoes and trail echoes. The results, however, show have the luxury of using multiple consecutiveechoes
that like our UHF observations, the VHF echo charac- in the samerange gate for meteor detectionlike we did
teristics cannot be extrapolated from observations in our previous 430-MHz study [Zhou and Kelley,
using smaller radars. Some of the unusualcharacteris- 1997]. With one point at one range gate detection,we
tics are apparently due to the large antennaaperture found a total of 4337 meteor candidates in the 430used, which makes the radar very sensitive to faint MHz radar and 2144 in the 46.8-MHz radar. To ensure
meteors within a very small beam width. We briefly the cleanness of the data, we required a candidate
describethe radar systemsand the data analysisproce- meteor to be detected at two consecutiverange gates
dure in section 2. Observationalresultsare presented at nearly the same time. With two consecutiverange
in section 3. Our emphasiswill be on the VHF results gate detection, the total numbers of detectionsare
since this is the first time that an apertureas large as reduced to 1868 and 367 for the 430-MHz and 46.8250 m in diameter has been used for VHF meteor
MHz systems,respectively.In this paper,we will only
observations.In section4, we discusssome potential considerthe detectionsat two consecutiverange gates
implications of the observation,and the major results as meteors. During the 7 hours of observation, 145
are summarized in section 5.
meteorswere detectedby both systems.
It should be noted that the 5-ms IPP may not be
hand, sees primarily head echoes [Mathews et al.,
1997; Zhou and Kelley, 1997]. The current simulta-

2. System Parameters and Data Analysis

able to detect

some cross-beam

meteors.

Our UHF

The two antennae that we used are the Arecibo
systemhas an effective beam diameterof 300 m at 100
UHF (430-MHz) and VHF (46.8-MHz) systems.The km. This means that the fastest cross-beam meteors
VHF radar is a "four-Yagi" point feed mounted con- may not be detected since only 4 ms are needed for
havinga velocityof 70 km s'l to crossthe
centrically with the UHF line feed. The two feeds meteors
share the same 305-m-in-diameter dish, with the UHF
half-powerbeam width. However,becauseof the generally strong power of a meteor echo, a meteor can
feed illuminating almost the full dish and the VHF
feed illuminating 70% of the full dish. The systemand still be detected beyond the half-power beam width,
relevant experiment parameters are listed in Table 1. especiallyconsideringthat at 100 km, the UHF radar

Table 1. System Parameters
VHF

UHF

Frequency,MHz

46.8

430

Three-decibelbeamradius,deg

0.95

0.085

Main lobe gain
Nominal peak transmitterpower
Noise temperature,K

(1.65 km at 100 km)

(150 m at 100 km)

•,41 dB

-60 dB at 100 km
2.5 MW
70
1-MHz Butterworth
5

•,35 KW
-6000

IF filter

1-MHz

Interpulseperiod,ms
RF pulsewidth, gs
Receivinggatewidth,gs
Altitude coverage,km
Zenith,deg
Azimuth,deg

5

Butterworth

2

2

2

2

69-118
8.8

69-118

327 (0=N, 90=E)

327 (0=N, 90=E)

8.8
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is well within the near-field range. (Far-field distance
for the 430-MHz radar begins at about 260 km.)
Another factor that affects the detection of cross-beam

meteors is our requirement for a meteor to appear at
two consecutiverange gates.The returnedpower for a
point target normally spreadsover two range gatesas
a result of nonzero transmitterpulse length and finite
filter bandwidth, althoughit is possiblethat the power
at one of the two range gatesmay be below the threshold. Since this applies only to meteorsstrictly travel-

03.0

101.0

(a)
2000.0

0.0

4000.0

Time Elapsed from 01'17 LT (ms)

95.0
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ing perpendicularto the radar beam, it must be very
rare. For a slightly oblique meteor, it is likely that a
VHF meteor will physically cross over two range
gatesor more within the beam, thuslowering the number of meteorsmissedby the detectionmethod.
3.

Observations

The VHF echoesin our observationcan be organized into three different types according to their
range versustime characteristics,as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 and Plate 1. Type I echoes,as shown in
Figure 1, are distinguishedby an extended detection
period (>200 ms) in only one or two rangegates.Such
echoes may or may not be accompaniedby a head
echo such as the one presentedin Figure lb. Type 2
echoes exhibit a clear head echo followed by a longduration echo that extends over more than three range
gates. Of the three type 2 echo examplespresentedin
Plate 1, two of them exhibit a temporal gap between
the head echo and the trail echo. The third type is
illustrated in Figure 2a and is characteristicof a head
echo. During the 7 hours of observation,the number
for the type 1, 2, and 3 echoesobservedby the VHF
120.0
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observedby (a)
Figure1.Threetype1meteor
echoes
observed
bythe Figure 2. A headechosimultaneously

VHF radar.This type of echowasconfined
mainly the VHF radar and (b) the UHF radar. The meteor
withintworangegatesoveranextended
period(>200 velocity
isabout66• s'•. A VHFheadechois also
ms).

designatedas a type 3 echoin the text.
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Plate 1. Threetype2 meteorechoesobservedby theVHF radar.This typeof echohasa visible
headechoanda trail echoextendingovermorethanthreerangegates.The line-of-sightveloc-

itiesof theheadechoes
are(a) 14kms-l, (b)9 kms-l, and(c)54kms-1.Thecorresponding
local times were 0337, 0439, and 0531, respectively.
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meteoroid flight time within each range gate is predominantly determined by the beam width and is
approximately 3 km/I•. However, it is possible that
echoesmay be detected in the sidelobes,which would
effectively increasethe beam width. In such cases,the
meteoroid flight time within each gate is at most 15
km/I•. Since the minimum meteor velocity is 11.2 km

s-l withoutconsidering
deceleration
due to atmospheric resistance(which is seen not to be important
for the meteors in our observation),the maximum time
that a meteor can stay within a range gate of 300 m is
approximately 1.4 s. This suggeststhat any type 1
echo having a duration longer than 1.4 s necessarily
contains a trail portion. This is the case in Figure la.
Figure 3. Depictionof a meteortraversingthe radar Since the other type 1 echoeslastedlessthan 1.4 s, the
beam. The two concentric arcs are separatedby the total time duration is of little help in identifying
rangeresolution
l. AB is tangentto theinnerarc.The whether they are head echoesor trail echoes.To help
maximum distance for the meteor to remain within
identify whether an echo is a head or trail echo, we
onerange
gateisAB,which
equals
2(2R/)1/2.
plot, in Figure 4, the received power at the height
where the echo lasted the longest for six of the seven
radar was 7, 3, and 357, respectively.The UHF echoes type 1 echoes.The seventhtype 1 echo was observed
were primarily head echoes,as typified by Figure 2b. at 0604 LT and was similar to the one shownin Figure
In the following, we discussthese characteristicech- 4f except that it was much weaker and will receive no
further attention.

oes in some detail.

The echoes in Figure 4b-4f exhibit a well-defined
signal strength decay constant before they became
Since there is an extendedtime period with essen- invisible. The smoothdecay is indicative of a classical
tially no temporal change in the echoing range, it is underdenseecho. The decreasein echo strengthfor the
underdense echo is due to the increase in trail diameter
possible that some of the type 1 meteors were
observedin the classical viewing geometry, that is, in resulting from ambipolar diffusion. The decayingprowhich the radar beam is perpendicularto the meteor cessis well understood,and the theoreticale-folding
trajectory. One example is the echo shown in Figure constant '[t is related to the diffusion constantD
l c. In this viewing geometry, a head echo cannot be through
easily distinguishedfrom a trail echo by just looking
= •2
at the range-time plot. In the following, we estimate
the meteoroidflight time within one rangegate.
When a meteoroid travels perpendicular to the whereX,is the radarwavelength[e.g.,Djuth andElder,
1993]. Subject to some uncertainties,D can be considradar line of sight, the time it can stay within one
ered
known. For the purpose of comparison, we will
range gate, with a range resolutionl, is determinedby
use the ambipolar diffusion coefficient derived by
Greenhow and Neufeld [ 1955],
3.1. Type 1 Echoes

zt

t = min(beam
width,
22d•/)
r

where

R is the shortest distance

between

/(32n2D)

(2)

(1)

the meteor

log10D = 0.067H-5.6

(3)

trajectory and the radar, V is the meteor velocity, and where H is altitude, in kilometers. Using equations(2)
min is the minimum operator.The secondterm in the and (3), we can comparethe referencee-folding conparentheses
is illustratedin Figure 3. The half-power stant with that of the measured one to infer whether an
beam width is approximately3 km, and the second echobelongsto the classicalunderdensetype or not.
In Table 2, we list various measuredparameters
term in the parenthesesis about 15 km assuming
R=100 km and •=300 m. Therefore, if the meteor is
along with some theoretical calculations.The echoes
detectedonly within the main lobe of the antenna,the are tabulatedin descendingaltitude.The "figure" col-
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Figure 4. Echo power (in naturallogarithm)as a functionof time for six type 1 echoes.
umn indicates the figure number where the corre-

observedby the middle and upper atmosphere(MU)

spondingecho is shown.Here '•mis the measuredefolding constant(i.e., the inverseof the slopesin Figure 4), '•t is the theoretical e-folding constantas
derived from equation (2), and '•ovis the overdense
time constant,which is discussedalong with q/qtr in
the next paragraph.For the two echoesshown in Figures4b and4c, the listedvalueof'•m is measuredfrom
the last slope.The theoreticalvalue '•t and the measuredvalue '•m are in good agreementexcept for the

radar were more than 15ø off the beam center. It is

echo at 86.3 km. It is possible that this echo was
detected

far from the main lobe of the antenna. The

discrepancycould be explainedby assumingthat the
echo was detected about 15ø off the beam center,
which would lower the altitude by--,3.5 km. Nakamura
et al. [1991] showed that the majority of the echoes

possible that some of the echoes in our observation
may actually be far away from the beam center,
althoughwe do not expect the majority of our echoes
to be as far off the beam center as the echoes observed

by Nakamura et al. This is becausethe off-center gain
of our antenna drops much faster than the MU radar.
Clearly, one needs a large number of samplesto truly
determine the decay time at each altitude and assess
the sidelobe effect. Nevertheless, underdensediffusion
appears to be the most plausible explanation for the
decaysexhibited in Figures4d-4f and also possiblyfor
the echoesshown in Figures 4b and 4c.
It is evident from Figure 4 that not all the type 1
echoesare the same. The echoesshown in Figures 4d
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Table 2. Type 1•Echo Characteristics

Altitude,
km

Time,LT

Figure

Tm,
ms

Tt,ms

D,m2/s

Zo•ms

q/qtr

101.3
94.9

0117
0228

la, 4a
lb, 4b

NA
26

9
22

15
5.73

1500
100

NA (70)
2.0 (1.7)

200

1.84 (0.92)

93.4

0600

4f

30

28

4.55

91.4

0324

lc, 4e

44

39

3.34

86.3

0230

4c

170

85

1.52

86.0

0125

4d

88

89

1.45

NA, not available.

to 4f showa gradualincreasein power and then a consistent decay. These three echoesare similar to the
ones shown by Djuth and Elder [1993] from which

remainsthe same [McKinley, 1961]. In practice,however, since echoesare observedwith different antenna

gain due to their different locationsin the sky, the
power observedmay not bear any relation to overFigures4a to 4c are more complicatedand cannotbe densedurationtime for a very small sampleof echoes.
explainedby classicalunderdensescatteringalone. It The lower power and the longer durationof the echo
is possiblethat overdensescatteringand/orheadecho shown in Figure 4a may indicate that this echo is
scatteringare also involved. When the trail is over- observed farther off the beam center than the echo
dense,the power receiveddoesnot changevery much shown in Figure 4b.
For the echo shown in Figure 4b, a head echo was
as long as the trail remains overdense[McKinley,
1961, p. 217]. For an overdensemeteor, the electron also observed,as seen from Figure lb. The head echo
a line-of-sight
velocity
of30kms-1.Thissugline densityis relatedto the durationtime 'Cov
via the shows
geststhat the meteortrajectorywas off-specularby at
following equation:
least 25ø by assuminga maximumheliocentricveloc-

neutral winds can be determined. The echoes shown in

'c =

)•2

q

scattering
powerfor
(4) ity of 70 kms'1.Theunderdense

ov 4re
3Dq
tr
whereq is the electronline densityandqtr is the transition electron line density at which a meteor trail
turns from overdenseto underdense[McKinley, 1961].
From the above equation,we can use the durationtime
to calculateq/qtrto seeif it is largerthanone,whichis
a necessarycondition for a trail to be overdense.In
Table 2, 'Cov
is the durationtime at which the poweris
approximately constant, and we assume this is the
overdenseduration time. For the echo shownin Figure
4b, we assumethe overdenseperiod is from 100 ms to
200 ms. In Figure 4c, the echo was saturatedfor the
flat portion between 500 and 600 ms. It is possiblethat
the actual echo power may not be the sameduring this
period. If this is indeed the case,this echo may not be

this echo thus cannotcome from the classicalspecular
effect of a transverse viewing geometry but more
likely comes from an irregular depositionof ionization. As seen from Figure lb, the head echo had an

explosiveending,which is suggestive
of intensiveionization at the end of the life of this meteoroid. As seen

from Figure 4b, it appearsthat the "chronology"of
this echo can be largely divided into three stages:(1)
head echo, which lasts from 30 to 80 ms; (2) over-

densescattering,which lasts from 80 to 200 ms; and
(3) underdensescattering,which lastsfrom 200 to 260
ms. The echo shownin Figure 4c perhapscan be similarly classified.
One concern that we had was whether any of the
echoesshown in Figure 4 could be due to satellite or
orbital debris. Although in theory a satellite or space

overdense.The q/qtr values without parenthesesin debris can be aliased into the meteor zone, satellite or
Table 2 are based on the measuredambipolar diffusion space debris have the following two characteristics:
coefficients, while the values within the parentheses (I) Their duration time is longer due to wider beam
radius at higher altitude and slow orbital velocity (less
are based on the theoretical ambipolar diffusion. The

q/qtr valuessuggestthat the echoesin Figures4a and
4b are likely overdenseechoes,while the echo in Figure 4c is at the border line of being overdense.In theory, the power of an overdenseecho is proportionalto
the squareroot of the durationtime if the antennagain

than11kms-l).Forexample,
at 500kmaltitude
and
10km s-1tangential
velocity,
it takesmorethan1.6s
to traversethe main lobe. (2) Satellite echoesare more
or less symmetric with respect to maximum power.
Obviously, none of the echoesshownin Figure 4 have
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the above two characteristicssimultaneously.Therefore we believe that all the echoesshownin Figure 4
are genuine meteor echoes.
3.2. Type 2 VHF Echoes

We now turn our attentionto the secondtype of
echoes observed. These echoes are rather similar to

the extremecaseechoesgivenby McKinley I196l, p.
224], except the echoes in our observation have a

much shorter timescale.The delay between the head
echoand the trail echohasbeenpreviouslyexplained
to be due to either the distortionof the trail by wind
shear(glint theory)or unevenionization(blob theory)
[McKinley, 1961]. In the glint model the delay is due
to the finite time neededto establishoneor morespecular reflectingzonesas the trails becomedistortedby
gravity waves. In the blob model, small discrete over-

BY LARGE-APERTURE

RADARS

we agree with the basicpostulateof both the glint and
the blob theories that the scatteringmedium needsto
be overdensesinceunderdensescatteringsfrom different Fresnelzonesare likely to renderthe power negligible. However, since the delay time betweenthe head
echo and the trail echo in our observation is less than

100 ms, the applicabilityof the glint or the blob theory
to our observationmay not be taken for granted.For
example, the first echo shownin Plate 1a has a line-of-

sightvelocityof 14 km s-l. Thissuggests
thatthe
meteortrail is off specularby at least 10ø, again by

assuming
a maximum
meteorvelocityof 70 km s-l.
For such a geometry, the delay time between the head

echoand the trail echopredictedby the glint theoryis
at least 2 s [McKinley, 1961, p. 221]. It is possiblethat
the blob theory together with the fragmentation
hypothesismay be more applicableto our observation,

dense "blobs" are assumedto be depositedas the
meteor plunges into the atmosphere. The delay

which we further discuss next.

between the head and the trail echo is due to the time

power as a function of time should be more or less

Simple blob theory appearsto imply that the echo

needed for the blobs to expand large enoughto be smooth.This, however,is not the casefor the type 2
detectedby the radar while remainingoverdense.To echoes in our observation. This can be better seen
explain the large range extensionof the trail echoes, from Figure 5, which showsthe power variation as a
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Figure 5. Echo power as a functionof time for (a) the echoshownin Plate la at 96.3 km and
(b) the echoshownin Plate lb at 101.9 km.
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function

of time at a selected altitude

from Plates l a

3_40

and lb. The echo at 300 ms in both Figures 5a and 5b
is the head echo. The trail echo begins at about 350 ms
in both figures. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
•3
changesfrom 1 to about 100 in 15 ms for both cases.
>•
The large temporal fluctuation of the echo power may
imply the existenceof multiple overdenseblobs arrivo
ing at different times. Fragmentation,which is known
to occur very frequently for large meteors at least
[Meisel et al., 1995], can provide multiple scattering
centers.The broken-up pieces of a meteoroidmay fly (a)
in different directions after their separationfrom the
parent body or have different decelerationsto create
different arrival times at a certain range. In the
extreme case of fragmentation, the scatteringmedium
--may be composed of charged dust, as observedby
Kelley et al. [ 1998].
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In addition, we note that the ratio of the head echo

power to the trail echo power in type 2 echoesappears
to increasewith the line-of-sight velocity, as seenfrom
Plate 1. However, since there are only three such echoes observed, this could just be fortuitous. Of all the
10 VHF type 1 and type 2 echoes, only one was
accompaniedby a weak UHF head echo. Although we
believe that both type 1 and type 2 echoesare from relatively large meteors, it is likely that they were
observedin the sidelobesof the UHF beam (and perhaps in the sidelobesof the VHF beam as well).
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3.3ß Type 3 VHF Echoes and UI-IF (Head) Echoes
As we mentioned earlier, head echoes were the

most abundant in our observation.An example of a
head echo simultaneouslyobservedby both the VHF
and UHF systemsis shown in Figure 2. The VHF head
echoes, in general, have a very large radial velocity,
suggestingthat their trajectories are usually not perpendicular to the radar line-of-sight direction. The
much longer VHF echo extensioncan at least partially
be due to the much larger betonwidth of the VHF system (see Table 1 for beam widths of the two systems).
The characteristicsof the meteor echoesdetectedby
the UHF system are similar to those reported by Zhou
and Kelley [1997]. In the presentpaper, we emphasize
the characteristicsof the meteors detectedby the VHF
system and compare them with those detectedby the
UHF system. In Figure 6, we plot the hourly rate, altitude of detection, and SNR for the following four
group of meteors:(1) those detectedby the UHF system (430all or UHF meteors);(2) thosedetectedby the
VHF system(47all or VHF meteors);(3) UHF meteors

ß

••
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I '-[]-'47all
ß 47com
430com
I

(c)

'
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'

'
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I
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Figure 6. (a) Hourly rate, (b) averagealtitude, and (c)
average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of
local time for the four groupsof meteorsdefinedin the
text.

that were also present in the VHF system (430com or
UHF common meteors); and (4) VHF meteors that
were also present in the UHF system(47com or VHF
common meteors). Although the last two groups of
meteors are the same in number and hence are the

same in Figure 6a, their altitude and SNR attributes
are different, as seenin Figures 6b and 6c. The detection altitude, as plotted in Figure 6b, is the altitude
where the maximum

SNR is found.
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The UHF meteor hourly rate showsa dramatic
enhancementin the dawn hours, while such an
enhancement
is lessprominentin the VHF data, as

seenfromFigure6a. The ratioof dawnto midnight
hourlyratesmaybeindicative
of theaspect
sensitivity
for radarshavinga very narrowbeamandpointing
near vertically, which apply to our observation.If a

systemis moresensitive
to meteors
havinga trajectory
perpendicular
to theradarbeam,themidnightandthe
midday rates are expectedto be enhanced.On the
other hand, if a systemis more sensitiveto head-on
meteors, the dawn hourly rate is expectedto be
enhanced. This is because the heliocentric motion of

4

theEarthtendsto makethemeteoratmospheric
entry
angle deep (i.e., close to the verticaldirection)at

6

8

10

12

log 2(s/N) - 430 MHz

dawn and shallowat midnightor noon.The fact that
the dawn-to-midnightratio of the VHF echo rate is

Figure 7. SNR of the VHF radar versus SNR of the

much smaller than that of the UHF indicates that the

UHF radarfor themeteorsobserved
by bothradars.

angleof arrival,i.e., the anglebetweenthe meteortrajectory and the radar beam direction, of the UHF

small-scale
temporalvariations,whicharemostlikely

meteorsis likely smaller than that of the VHF meteors

due to the statistical fluctuations because of the small

on theaverage.
Resultsfrompastmeteorstudies
sug- samplesavailable, the altitudes of the VHF meteors
gestthat the dawn-to-midnightratio is about 1.5 to 2
[McKinley,196l, p. 113]. If we acceptthatthisratiois

remain around 102 km throughoutthe observation
period from 0000 to 0700 LT. The standarddeviation

free fromor corrected
for aspectsensitivity,
ourVHF

of the detection altitude for the common meteors is 5

system is probably not very aspectsensitive.The km, which is comparablewith that for all the 430muchlargerUHF dawn-to-midnight
ratiois consistent MHz meteors and 2 km smaller than that for all the

with ourpreviousconclusion
thattheUHF systemis
likely to be moresensitive
to head-onmeteors[Zhou

VHF

meteors.

On the average, the UHF SNR is about 10 times

and Kelley, 1997].

higher than the VHF SNR for the commonmeteors,
It shouldbe notedthatour data-takingandmeteor althoughsomeof the VHF echoeshave an even stron-

selectionschememay miss some of the cross-beam
meteorsfor boththeUHF andVHF systems.
Sincethe
percentageof cross-beam
meteors(relativeto the total
numberof meteors)is likelyhigherat midnightthanat
dawn hours,the dawn-to-midnight
ratio of both the
UHF and VHF systemscanbe affectedby the beam
widthandthe meteordetectioncriterion.However,as
discussed
in section2, we donotexpecttheratioto be
changedto the extentof affectingthe natureof the

ger power return than the correspondingUHF echoes.
The standard deviation of SNR is about twice the aver-

age of the SNR for each categoryof meteors.It is of
interestto note, from Figure 6c, that while the UHF
commonmeteorshave a much largerpower than the
average UHF meteor, this is not the case for the VHF

echoes.Oneobviousreasonis thatsincetheUHF system is more sensitivethan the VHF system,the common meteorshave to be large enoughto be visible to

aboveargument.

the VHF radar. When the common meteors are com-

The temporalvariationof the averagedetection
altitudefor all theUHF meteorsshownin Figure6b is
similar to our previousobservations[Zhou et al.,
1995; Zhou and Kelley, 1997]. The higher altitude

pared with other VHF meteors, the former are closer

around the dawn hours is believed to be due to the

to the beamcenterand are likely largerthanthe latter
when the antennagain variation is taken into consideration. For those common meteors, the UHF and the
VHF powersare not correlated,in general,as shownin

higher atmospheric
entry velocityat thesehours.In Figure 7. Although antennapattern differencecercontrastto the altitudevariationof the UHF meteors, tainly contributesto the lack of correlation,it is also
the altitude of the VHF meteors in the dawn hours is possiblethat the scatteringmechanismsfor the two

not higherthanthataroundmidnight.Neglecting
the radarsmay not be the same.
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On the average, the ratio of UHF SNR to VHF SNR

Discussion

for the common meteors is about 10, which leads to a
4.1.

On the Cross Sections

of VHF

and UHF

Head

Echoes

valueof 105for•JVHF/IJUHF
atthebeam
center.
One mainreasonfor the largespreadin (•VHF/IJUHF

We have previouslyestimatedthe effective scattering crosssectionof our UHF observations
to be of the

is the antenna gain variation at different directions.
Since the common meteors are more likely detectedin

orderof 10'8 m2 bothby calibrating
with theiono-

the main lobe of the VHF

beam than in the main lobe

of the UHF beam, the observed UHF SNR tends to be
obtained at a lower gain than assumed.To estimate the

sphericmeasurements
[Zhouand Kelley, 1997] andby
usingthe radar rangeequation[Mathewset al., 1997].
In the following, we first use the radar range equation possibleeffect of UHF gain variation, we assume(1)
to estimate the cross section of meteors detected from
the majority of VHF meteors are more or less evenly
the VHF systemand then compareit with that of the distributed in its main lobe; (2) the common meteors
are closestto the beam center;and (3) any meteor seen
UHF system.
The SNR of a monostatic radar can be written as
by the VHF radar will alsobe visible to the UHF radar
within

SNR =

PtG2
•,2Tp
%(•
(5)
(4/1;)
3R4LtLtnLsp•cTs

[Belcher et al., 1993, p.954], where Pt is the peak

a certain

radius around the beam center. With

these assumptions, the 145 common meteors are

roughlydistributedwithin a 0.5ø beamradiussincethe
367 VHF
radius.

meteors are distributed within

The UHF

antenna

about a 1ø

has its second sidelobe

at

0.5ø with the one-waygainreduction(with respectto

transmitter
power;G is the antenna
gain;Tp is the the beam center) at the far field being--,24 dB
transmitter
pulseduration;
Npisthenumber
of coher- [Mathews et al., 1997], which we assume approxiently integratedpulses;(• is the target effective scat- mately applies to 100 km as well. For a meteor
tering crosssection;R is the targetrange;L t, Lrn, and detected0.5ø off the beamcenter,the two-wayUHF

gainwouldbereduced
bya factorof 6x104.If
Lsparethetransmit
losses,
system
nonohmic
losses,antenna
and the signalprocessinglosses,respectively;•cis the
Boltzmann'sconstant;and Ts is the systemnoisetemperature.The three losstermsamountto about3 dB

we also assume that low SNR UHF

meteors are farther

off the beam center,we can apply this reduction factor
to the upper value in equation (8), which reducesthe
typically,
andNpisonein ourcase.
Usingtheparame- spread of •JVHF/IJUHFsignificantly. Thus, with the
ters listed in Table 1, the relation between the Arecibo UHF antennagain variation taken into consideration,
VHF effectivescatteringcrosssection(•VHF(in square
(•VHF
3

meters)and SNR at a rangeof 100 km becomes

•10

(9)

•JUHF

-5

(•VHF= 7 x 10 SNR

(6)

Using a SNR of 3 as the detectionthreshold,the limiting crosssectionfor the Arecibo VHF radar is then

2x10'4 m2. The typicalSNR in our observation
is

Since the common

UHF

echoes are about 20 times

stronger than our earlier study [Zhou and Kelley,
1997], we estimate the effective scatteringcrosssection of the common UHF meteors to be of the order of

10'6 m2, insteadof 3x10'8 m2 for meteors
observed
tionis of theorderof 10'3 m2. Usingtheparameters
about 20, and thus a representativeeffective crossseclisted in Table 1, we further have

•JVHF
=106SNRvHF

(•UHF

SNRuHF

(7)

where subscriptsVHF and UHF are for the Arecibo
VHF and UHF systems,respectively.On the basisof
the valuesin Figure7, the rangeof •JVHF/IJUHF
is
(•VHF

(•UHF

=3x10

3

to 2.5x10

7

(8)

within the main lobe. Despite the fact that antenna

gain variation is large enough to explain the large
spreadin (•VHF/IJUHF,
we cautionthe readerthatmany
of the very strongUHF echoeswere not accompanied
by any VHF echoes.It is possiblethat meteor atmospheric entry angle, mass, and velocity can also be
important in contributing to the large variation in
•JVHFfiJUHF
ß
Given the above caveats, it is of interest to see how

the effective scatteringcrosssectionfor the head echoes dependson the wavelength.Assuming that the
effective scatteringcrosssectiondependson the wave-
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lengthin the mannerof X,x, equation(8) suggests
thatx
is in the range of 4-8 for the meteorsobservedby the
two radars. If we include the UHF meteors that were

not observedby the VHF radar, the lower range of x
may potentially extend to negative values. Using the

"gaincorrected
value"of {JVHF/O'UH
F• 103forthose
meteors observedby both radars, we have x •_ 3. In
comparison, using the EISCAT 931-MHz and 224MHz radars, Wannberget al. [1996] reported that
{J931MHz/O'224MHz
rangesfrom 1 to 20 for 18 meteors

found in both systems.Sincemost of the {J931MHz
/
{J224MHzratios cluster around 5, the wavelength
dependentfactor x can changefrom 0 to -2, with the
most likely value being -1. Whether the difference
between the Arecibo and the EISCAT

result is due to

calibration or scattering process warrants further
investigation.

RADARS

fusion leads us to believe that only large meteorscan
producetrail echoes(at least for 47-MHz and above).
Without losing generality,we can assumethat any
meteor will have a head echo and a trail echo. Let us

define the ratio of the head echo power to the trail
echo power as T. To reconcilethe differencebetween
our results and those of meteor wind radars, which
typically sees far more trail echoesthan head echoes,

the simplestexplanationis to requirethat T increase
with decreasingmeteorsize. Sucha conclusionis consistent with

the observations

of Jones and Webster

[ 1991], who showedthat the probabilityof visually
observedmeteorshaving a head echo increaseswith
radar sensitivityfor a detectablescatteringcrosssec-

tionlargerthan1 m2.At sucha scattering
cross
section, we hypothesizethat T is smaller than one, which
makessomeheadechoesundetectable.
At a scattering

cross
section
of 10-3m2, T,in general,
is largerthan
4.2. On the Relative Observability of Trail
and Head

Echoes

Prior to the experiment, we expectedthat most of
the VHF echoeswould be like thoseshownin Figure
1c. After all, it is the trail echo that makes the meteor

wind radar possible. However, during the 7 hours of
observation, there were only 10 trail echoes, while
nearly 370 VHF head echoes were observed. This
indicatesthat a large antennaaperturecanhavea drastic effect on echo characteristics.

The smaller number of enduring echoesobserved
suggeststwo possibilities: (1) There are very few
meteorshaving shallow atmosphericentry angle, and
(2) only very large meteorscan produceenduringtrail
echoes.Since the radar beamswere pointednearly to

one. If we are not preconditionedto think that a VHF
radar should always observemore trail echoesthan
headechoes,the more logicalquestionto askfrom our
observationis, Why do some of the trail echoesnot
havea headecho,insteadof vice versa?More specifically, Why do only the threeechoesshownin Figures

4d-4f not exhibitany headecho?We canonly explain
this by believing that these three echoeswere due to
three large meteorsfor which the trail echo was stronger than the head echo. Although the head echoes

from the threelargemeteorsoughtto havea stronger
power return than the averagehead echo, they were
not observedmostlikely becausethey appearedin the
sidelobes.

Our observationhasan implicationon the designof
meteor wind radars. When designinga meteor wind
near the dawn hourshad a large radial velocity due to radar, one needsto considerthe compromisebetween
the heliocentricmotion of the Earth. If perpendicular- the beamwidth and the sensitivity,given the transmitity is a necessaryconditionfor observingtrail echoes, ter power. To increase coverage area, the antenna
it would not be surprisingthat very few of them were aperture(or equivalently,the gain) shouldbe as small
observed near the dawn hours. However, around midas possible. On the other hand, one would like to
night, we expect that the trajectoriesof somemeteors increasethe aperture in order to detect smaller meteare more or lessperpendicularto the radar beam. The ors also. Since our observationsuggeststhat small
number of meteors having a duration longer than 35 meteorsmay not producetrail echoes,thereis an optims at eachrangegate (correspondingto a line-of-sight mal apertureto maximize trail echoes.Although we
velocityof 10 km s-1) is indeedfar moreabundantdo not know the exactvalueof the optimalaperture,it
aroundmidnight than at dawn. This suggeststhat there is certainthat a 250-m-diameterapertureis too large
were a certain number of meteors which crossed the
to be beneficial as a meteor wind radar. (Readersare
beam near perpendicularly.Further, as seenfrom Figreferred to Hockingand Thayaparan[1997], Valentic
ure lb, perpendicularityis not a necessarycondition et al. [ 1997], Tsutsumiet al. [1994], and references
for the observation of trail echoes. The fact that there
includedtherein for wind as well as temperatureflucare only six meteorsshowingany kind of classicaldif- tuation measurements.)
the vertical direction, most of those meteors observed

ZHOU

ET AL.: METEOR

OBSERVATIONS

It is of interest to compareour observationwith the
Jicamarca VHF observationreported by Chapin and
Kudeki [1994a, b]. The Jicamarcaradar operatesat a
frequency similar to our VHF radar. During their
observation, Chapin and Kudeki [1994a] transmitted

BY LARGE-APERTURE

RADARS
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gates), which we designatedas type 1 echoes. The
three other trail echoes,designatedas type 2 echoes,
showed a clear head echo followed by a trail echo
extending over more than three range gates. Of the
seven type 1 echoes, six of them showed smooth

through
a 150x150
m2 dipolefieldandreceived
with decaying before they became undetectable.The meafour37.5x37.5
m2arrays
forinterferometric
imagings,sured decaying constantswere mostly comparable
with theoretical underdense e-folding constants.
Although underdensediffusion appearsto be the most
ter is about 80 times more powerful, the two observa- visible characteristicof the type 1 echoes,overdense
tions have about the same sensitivity. If the scattering scattering and head echo scattering may also be
mechanisms for the two observations were the same, important at the beginning part of three of the seven
we would expect relatively few enduring trails in their type 1 echoes.The echopowerin the trail part of type
observation.In addition, their echo rate appearsto be 2 echoesshowed large fluctuations,and the trail can
much higher than ours. Thus the comparisonsupports simultaneouslyextend over a 3-km altitude range.
Chapin and Kudeki's [1994b] conclusionthat there is Thesecharacteristics
lead us to suggestthat fragmenan additional scattering mechanism to the classical tations may likely occur in type 2 echoes.
underdenseand overdensescatteringfor their echoes.
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5. Summary and Conclusion
On the night of September 29-30, 1994, we conducted a simultaneous

46.8-MHz

and 430-MHz
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obser-

vation of meteor echoes using the Arecibo
Observatory 305-m-in-diameter dish. There were a
total of 1868 and 367 meteors observedby the UHF
and VHF systems,respectively,and 145 meteorswere
observed by both systems. While the UHF echoes
were primarily head echoes,the majority of the VHF
echoeswere unexpectedlyalso head echoes.For the 7hour observation,there were only 10 trail echoes
observed.The paucity of trail echoesobservedcan be
explainedif the ratio of head echopower to the trail
echopower increaseswith decreasingmeteorsize. Of
the 145 meteorsobservedby both systems,the VHF
power was not correlatedwith the UHF power. Comparison of VHF and UHF echo rate variation as a
function of time suggeststhat the VHF head echoes
are likely not very aspectsensitive.The lack of correlation in power return and potential difference in
aspect sensitivity may indicate that the scattering
mechanismsresponsiblefor the echoesobservedby
the two radars are different.

The 10 trail echoes exhibited diverse characteristics

and are classifiedinto two large groupsbasedon their
range-time behavior. Seven trail echoeswere observed

to be confinedin a narrow altitude range (•2 range
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